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ESSAY (120-180 words) 

An essay is a short literary composition on a particular theme or subject, in which you 

express arguments and give your personal opinion. 

1. PROCEDURE 

• Present a balanced argument but make sure your opinion is stated 

• Agree or disagree. You can completely/partly/totally 

agree/disagree but give the two sides of the argument 

2. LAYOUT 

 

PARAGRAPH  1: an introduction expressing whether you agree or disagree, 

giving a general overview of the theme.  
     

  These days/today/nowadays………… (examples of what you state).  
However, while this…(positive view), there are also disadvantages/drawbacks (negative view 
of the issue 
 

PARAGRAPH 2 : Give some reasons/arguments/examples of personal 

experience 
The benefit/advantage of focusing on…(example)So…(consequence of the advantageSo 

(consequence) it might even…(another advantage)Take for example 
However/on the other hand/conversely, there are 
a few drawbacks/disadvantages. If the empahasis is placed on…..then (consequence)…..For ex
ample 

 

PARAGRAPH 3:Conclude giving your view/opinion on the subject matter  
 
In conclusion/to conclude I would say that even if there are many advantages  we have to bear in
 mind that the disadvantages must also be taken into account.So in my opinion…. 

 

 

 

3. LEXICAL AREA 

 

• USEFUL EXPRESSIONS TO BEGIN: first of all, in my opinion,I’d like to 

begin by saying that, Many people think/believe/say that 

• USEFUL EXPRESSIONS TO END: In conclusion,I’d like to conclude by 

saying that, to sum up, it is my belief that, it seems to me that 

• USEFUL NEUTRAL PHRASES: the key to solving/reducing/dealing 

with..is; one of the biggest questions/issues/challenges/problems in the 

short/long term will be…; it is essential/vital/important that, within the next 
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five years; immediate/urgent/instant action should be taken; it is of major 

importance/high priority/the utmost urgency 

• LINKERS TO ADD ARGUMENTS: to start with, in the first place, 

secondly, finally, in addition, moreover, furthermore, as well as 

• LINKERS TO CONTRAST: however, nevertheless, in contrast, on the other 

hand, 

• LINKERS OF CONSEQUENCE/RESULT: as a result, consequently, as a 

consequence, therefore 

 

• Useful connectives for improving your 

writing 
 

TO EXPRESS CONSEQUENCE (>SO) 
 

as a result of this -         como resultado de 

as a result -                     en consequencia 

at the same time          al mismo tiempo 

Thus     así que 

then     así que 

due to this -                    debido a esto. 

due to the fact that -    debido al hecho que 

 

TO EXPRESS PURPOSE 
 

 

(not) to          para (no) hacer algo 

in order (not) to -              para (no)hacer algo 

in order that sb does (doesn’t do)sth            para que alguien(no) haga algo 

in order(not) to do sth. -            para (no)hacer algo 

so that he does(doesn’t do)                    para que alguien(no) haga algo 

so as (not) to                                            para (no)hacer algo 

 

 

TO EXPRESS CONCESSION (BUT) 
 

nevertheless -                 sin embargo 

nonetheless -                   no obstante 

even so -                            a pesar de eso 

however                            sin embargo 

despite that -                   a pesar de eso 
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despite the fact that      a pesar del hecho que 

in spite of -                       a pesar de 

in spite of the fact that  a pesar del hecho que 

although     aunque 

though    aunque 

whereas                          meintras que 

meanwhile -                    mientras tanto 

while -                            mientras (que) 

 

 

TO EXPRESS RESULT (>SO) 
 

 

as a result of -                            como resultado de 

as a consequence of -                 en consecuencia de 

owing to -                                       debido a 

due to -                                por culpa de 

thanks to -                                 gracias a 

in virtue of -                                          en virtud de 

consequently -                                                       en consequencia 

so -                                              así que 

 

TO SUMMARIZE (>SO) 
 

That is to say   Es decir 

Having said that  Dicho esto 

which means-                           lo que significa 

in other words -                          dicho de otra manera 

 

TO EXPRESS CAUSE (>BECAUSE) 
since -                       desde , puesto que 

as -                           como 

as if -                                              como si 

as...as -                   tan ………como 

in view of the fact that-      en vista del hecho que 

because of -                      por culpa de 

on account of -                   debido a 

 

 

 

USEFUL WORDS INSTEAD OF USING 

"THEN" 
 

after that -                              después de eso 
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afterwards -                            después 

subsequently -                        posteriormente 

 in addition ,  

additionally 

besides 

además, 

also,  

as well 

on top of that, 

 moreover,  

furthermore,  

what's more 

 

 

 

TASK 

 

You have recently had a discussion in your English 
class about places to live. Now your teacher has 
asked you to write an essay, giving your opinion on 
the following statement. 
 
 
Whatever your age, life in the country is always 
better than life in the city. 
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